
Golf Committee Meeting Report March 2024 
 
Here are the highlights - in no order. 
 
Scott:  water usage down in Jan/Feb. good start. The Board approved the Installation of the new 

sprinklers we purchased it will begin at PV in May, and like we did at CW a hole will be closed 

for a few days until sprinklers are in. With many holes being shorter a hole will not be closed a 

full week or more like CW. This will take until the end of Sept. Another great project from the 5-

year plan 

Greg:  There are many league events and majors happening now , all well attended, staff busy 

with these. Greg will be getting the course rerated after high season with the changes requested 

with white trees and any other work that has been done.  

From Jon: . The Rounds report shows both courses were up over last year. The daily green fees 

and Player cards are doing great and helping with revenue. Just like PV, the leagues all have 

multiple events and majors, so courses are busy as is staff. The rangers provide a daily form to 

Jon with any issues and names. Jon reviews and documents this for this as we want to address 

consistent violations or behavior. There is a 3-step procedure for player violations. The program 

will be worked on over summer with training and policies in place. We are seeing better results 

in Chelsea, less people that get bumped to PV or do not get the time they want, shows we are 

closer to the number of golfers the courses can manage. 

Homeowner code of Conduct:  The Golf Chairperson referred all to the homeowner code of 

conduct and the importance of their being consequences for violations of the code, suggested 

all gofers review this.  Marty and Steve were asked to comment on the last Board meeting and 

comments made on HO Code of Conduct. The golf committee will be working on a form over 

the summer, that all golfers will be asked to sign next season when they sign up, that they have 

full understanding of this and golf policies. 

From the Board liaison and GM report: Marty reported on the cost and issues we face with the 

CW pool, see Board minutes for more detail. Steve reported on the voting process for Board 

members and deadline. 

Committee member comments:   

5-year strategic plan: will hopefully send report to Golf committee in April for approval: 

Ranger/Chelsea/ rates  will be meeting in April. 

 



Communications: working with pros on getting information on course out to golfers in mornings 

as needed, course closed, cart path only so people know before showing up. 

Comments from Committee members: Men’s club will not move off Saturday, new officers 

elected at last meeting. PV men have 195 players over 50% play from white tees. All leagues 

busy with major events and meetings that are coming up! 

 
HO Comments: HO comments brought up and werediscussed or taken under advisement.  
It was asked if golf comment cards can come to golf committee, there was confusion from a 
group on the yellow stakes being at different distances, they are moved at times, so we do not 
wear out turf there, also sometimes a bunker or other situation causes it to be more yards. 
Scott reviewing.  
Also, confusion on where carts can drive and when you can drive in the gravel path that goes 
around a hole  CW Par 3s are cart path only, questions asked on Hole 15. Pros and Scott will 
work on a PREFER you do this checklist for clarifications this will go out in the coming weeks. 
All comments will be reviewed, and action taken as needed. 
 
Play well, Pat Shouse CWLG and Diane French PVLG 
 
“Achievements on the golf course are not what matters, decency, and honesty are what 
matter”  Tiger Woods 
 
Reminders to all of us:  The Homeowner code of conduct is created so that we all continue to 
live and play in this wonderful community we call home. Let’s all remember this as we are 
interacting with each other on the course and with staff that all work here, from the Pro Shops 
to the restaurants to our cleaning and maintenance.  Thank you!  
 
Please see the full Golf minutes on the HOA website for any further detail! 
 


